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Abstract

This paper, by means of the model of correlation coefficient between the two variables, this
paper tests the intensity of the correlation between the three traditional financial indicators:
the return on  assets (ROA), the return on equity  (ROE), the financial leverage (LF) and the
indicators reflecting the change of the exchange rate (the total shareholder return-TSR and
the price-to-earnings ratio -PER). The empirical research is addressed both transversely (on
a sample of  companies listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE) wich have as their
object of activity manufacturing pharmaceuticals and longitudinally (for the 2011-2012
period) based on the positive research method. The results show that between the stock
exchange indicator (TSR, PER) and the aforementioned traditional financial indicators
(ROA, ROE, LF) there is a weak connection, which means that the traditional financial
indicators calculated for the Romanian companies cannot anticipate the investors’
expectations on the future benefits.
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Introduction
The notion of performance measurement is of

great complexity and at the time being it seeks a
way to retrieve itself, in order not to be  confused
with the indicators that describe and measure it.
Performance is a multidimensional concept which
is difficult to be technically measured.

Kelvin said that „If you can not measure it, it
does not exist”.Performance exists only if it can be
measured, i.e. If it can be described by a set of
measures or indicators, more or less complex.

There are authors according to which
determinant financial indicators based on financial
reports fail to explain the changes to the course of
actions and long-term profitability.

Thus,  M.C. Jensen (2001) believes that the
share price is the indicator which measures best the
company's performance since it incorporates
expectations of investors concerning the future
benefits.

According to other researchers, the
financial indicators must be ranked for  a better
measurement of the management performance.
(Itner, 2001)

In this context it is also enrolled this paper
which aims to test  the correlation between
financial indicators, traditional indicators of
performance measurement and  indicators of
creating value, stockindicatorsquantifyingfuture
expectationsof investors.

The measurement is not an end in itself.
Performance measurement is " the process that
allows an abstract concept of empirical indicators "
(Niculescu, 1997)

Taking into consideration the interest
shown by the measurement of performance , we
must ask ourselves if we really measured what our
intention was to measure and if the results are
relevant.
In other words, we must establish the validity and
reliability of performance measurement. The
validity is conceptualized as a correlation between
measurement and criteria (indicators)
independently relevant (Porter, 2001).
2. The indicators used for assessing performance

Performanceappraisalcriteriawere
differentfromone era to anotherwhich
meansthatperformance indicators usedare dynamic,
as shown in thetableno.1
Vernimmen (2005) believes that traditional
financial indicators (net profit, earnings per share,
financial rate of return, etc.) have a high potential
for manipulation by the management of the
economic entity, while indicators of value creation
(economic value added, market value added , total
return to shareholders, etc.) does not have this risk,
as they are strongly influenced by the reaction of
the financial markets.

The notion ofperformance
ismultipleandsometimesparadoxical. However it is

certain that: “the performance it is not
foundtoday,itis built in time”

Authors Martin, J.D. and Petty, J.W. found
many distortions induced by the financial
indicators used in measuring the company's
performance.

Specifically, the above mentioned  authors
show how different accounting methods lead to
different results, how time value cannot be
reflected by the traditional indicators, how
accounting information are unable to reflect the
opportunity cost of assets placed by investors.
(Martin& Petty)

3. Research Methodology
Epistemologyresearchtopics

arepositionedwithinscientific knowledgeonissuesof
financial indicatorsin measuring theperformanceof
economic entitiesthat tradeshareson the stock
market. We believe that any knowledge is a concise
answer to a realistic and relevant question, in
relation to the research field addressed.

Specifically, the question to whichthe
present researchsubordinates to, itcan be: "It
isnecessaryto prioritizefinancial ratiosdepending
on the degreeofcorrelation withvariationin the
share?"
The investigation of the literature shows that
existed many studies that  approached the relevance
of accounting information in the sense that they
have analysed  whether the accounting values
created within the company are recognized by  the
market.
Thus, Ball şi Brown (1968) are among the first
researchers who have analyzed the relationship
between the financial accounting indicators and the
profitability indicators of the economic entity. In
Lev's opinion (Lev, 1989), the relevance of the
financial indicators  is defined by their ability to
create a value for investors. Most studies have
measured the relevance of financial indicators by
the  modification degree of  the exchange rate with
the publication of the financial statements of a
listed company .

The research approach is included in the
current positivist framework, linking in the spirit of
scientific requirements on several assumptions

According to the French philosopher
Auguste Comte "positive it's the same with real and
useful", in the sense that empirical observations
have universal value. Caplow states that: "a
conjecture is the statement of a causal relationship
in a form that enables the empirical verification ”.
The rigor of inductive reasoning, allows the
passage from facts to hypotheses.

The empirical research undertaken in this
study, we set the dependent variables
(ROA-Return on economic, ROE- financial
profitability, financial leverage LF) and
independent variables (total shareholder return
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TSR-) and PER (coefficient of capitalization of
results).

In our empirical  research we aim to
determine the intensity of the correlation between
the independent variable and the three dependent
variables using the correlation coefficient.

The mathematical modelofthe correlation
coefficientis:
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Where: Xis theindependent variable;
Yis the dependent variable.

The correlation coefficientis anumber between-1
and1 andshall be construed:

- whenr>0, one increase of Xdetermines
theoverallgrowthof Y(related position);

- when r<0, an increase of Xgenerally
results inadecreaseof Y(negative
relationship);

- the more r approaches

1thecorrelationbetween the two
variableswill be stronger.

ResearchHypotheses
Inour researchapproachwe formulated the
followinghypotheses:
● Total shareholderreturn(TSR) ispoorly
correlatedwithreturn onassets (ROA), thereturn on
equity(ROE), withleverage(financial leverage-LF);
● Correlation betweencapitalization coefficient
ofresults andthe threefinancial indicators:ROA,
ROEandLFis poor.

Empirical studyon thefinancial indicators
relevance inmeasuring
performanceRomaniancompanieslisted
onBucharest Stock Exchange.
Thisempirical studyaims totest thedirection and
intensity ofthe correlationbetween thethree
indicatorsof financialperformance
measurementcompany (ROA, ROEandLF)and
twostockindicators(TSR
andPER)whichquantifiesfuture
expectationsofinvestors on exampleof
Romanianfirms sample listed on Bucharest
StockExchange (BSE).
We havemadethe sample of the Romanian
companies listedonBucharest Stock
Exchange(BVB) wich have as their object of
activity manufacturing pharmaceuticals . There are
only 3 companies listed BVB  :(Appendix A,)
We believethat companieslisted on the
BSEareinformation sourcesrelevant tothe
calculation ofperformance indicators that are ableto
includeexchangerate movements,in order to
anticipate futurebenefitsof shareholders.Collecting

the data of the accounting informationnecessary
todeterminethe threefinancial
indicatorsmentionedaboveit is madethrough
thetransverselycriterion(to collectdata onnet
income, total assets, equity,total debtetc. of
financialstatementsof the 3companies in the
sample), andthe timecriterion (the period of time
we made the studyisfrom 2011 to 2012) by taking
the information needed for this study from the non-
participatingobservation.In the  same manner there
werecollected from thewebsitewww.kmarket.ro,
thecoursesof the 3companies listedon the
stockshare companiesduring2011-2012, which
were neededto calculatethe two
indicatorsstockTSRandPER.
The calculation of the financial and
stockindicatorsforthe 3companieslisted onthe
period 2011-2012was performed usingcalculation
formulaspresented in the tableno.2

For the scientific approachofthe empirical
studywe aimed thevalidatingformulated research
hypotheses. Hammersleybelieves thatresearch"is
trullyvalid" if "we really measurewhat we wantto
measure."[13]Internalvalidityrefers tothe
differencesregarding thecausal
relationshipsonunderlyingour research.

Appendix B reflects the
valuescalculatedfor the threefinancial
indicatorsROA, ROEandLFasstockindicator
TSRfor the years: 2011, 2012.

For calculating TSR value were taken as
reference exchange rates where there were traded
the companies studied when there were made
public the financial statements. Correlation
intensity between TSR, independent variable and
the three accounting financial indicators (ROA,
ROE and LF) is tested using the correlation
coefficient. Based on the descriptive statistics of
the TSR  independent variable and the dependent
variables (ROA, ROE, LF) during 2011-2012 for
the 3companies listed on BSE, presented in the
annexes mentioned above, we determined the
correlation coefficients.
According toempiricalrulesofColton, acorrelation
coefficientof-0.25 to 0.25meanslow or
zerocorrelation, from 0.25 to0.50 (or -0.25 to -0.50)
shall meananacceptabledegree ofassociation;0.5
to0.75 (or from-0.5 to -0.75) is a moderate
correlationto good; from 0.75(and less than-0.75) is
a very goodcombinationorconjunction.Given
theresults of the research forthe correlation
coefficientvaluesshown inTable no.3andColton's
rules on theirinterpretation, it results that the
firstresearch hypothesis"Total shareholder
return(TSR) ispoorly correlatedwith the
returnon assets (ROA), withreturn on
equity(ROE), withleverage(financial leverage-
LF) " it is confirmed.

To validate the second research
hypothesis, we usedAppendix  C on PER values,
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the dependent variable and the three financial
indicators (ROA, ROE, LF) independent variables
on the same sample of companies and the same
period (2011-2012). To calculate the correlation
coefficients between PER and the three financial
indicators, we used the information regarding
descriptive statistics of these indicators, reflected in
the annexes mentioned above. The correlation
coefficientsdeterminedaccording to the relation (1)
of the research methodologyare presented intable
no. 4.

Conclusions
The traditional financial indicators (ROA,

ROE, LF) determined on the 3 companies listed on
the BSE sample are poorlycorrelated withstock
marketindicators(TSR, PER), creating value forthe
shareholders ofthese Romanian companiesinthe
years2011-2012.

We believe that the freedom of
management to choose for a particular accounting
policy has led to distortions in accounting
information and that explains that the financial
indicators calculated based on this information are
unable to anticipate future expectations of the
investors.

To achieve acorrecthierarchy of the
financial indicators, in addition to the
intensityanalysis ofthe correlation
betweenaccounting
informationandexchangeratechanges, we must take
into consideration theefficiency ofthe capital
market.Traditional financialindicatorscreate a value
whenROEexceedstheir cost.

Limitations of the study and research
perspective

The analysisofonly3companieslistedon
the stock marketcan be a riskof
representativenessfor the chosen sample,
withunfavorable effect onthe generalizationon the
conclusions.

The model is aninstrumentofreality
representationthat should not
beobviouslyconfusedwith reality, in the same way
that amapshould not be confusedwith the territory.

The dogmaticuniversaldeterminismis
notable to explaina complex world.

On the other hand, the time period under
studywas of onlytwo years,given thedata
collectioneffortin thecontext ofourcountrydo not
haveeasy access tothe database to findfinancial
ratioscalculated
forallcompanieslistedBucharestStock Exchangefor
a representative period.

The econometric models is testing the
relevance of the financial indicators for long
periods of time. As Michel Capron stated, even
accounting truth has many facets as there can be
seen several "images of the same reality" according

to the research purposes. Basically, the truth
provided by the financial statements to
shareholders as privileged users is actually a
compromise between "expectations and demands”.
(Niculescu, 1997).

In afuture research perspective we will
testthe relevance of the accounting financial
indicatorswhencreating the value for the
investors,in a sampleof listed companiesandamore
generous period of time. For thehierarchy ofthese
financial indicators, we willdetermine
a"coefficientofhierarchy" calculatedas the ratio
between thereturnrealized by
theshareholders(reflected by TSR) and the return
expectedby them(cost of capital).
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Table no.1
The indicators usedto measureperformance ofthe economic entity

Period Performance criterion The performance indicators used
1960-1970 Size of the enterprise Turnover

The total enterprisevalue
1970-1980 Return Net profit

Earnings per share
PER (Price Earning Ratio)

1980-1990 Liquidity Treasuryreleasedoperating
Globaltreasury
Treasuryavailable

1990-2001 Creating Value Return oninvested capital (ROI)
Economic value added(EVA-Economic Value Added)
The market value (MVA-market value added)
The added valueofcustomer (Customer value added)

Prezent Creating valuein thecontext of
sustainable development

Indicatorsthat measure the impacton the environment;
Indicatorsto measure the consumptionof resources;

Source: Processing afterM.Niculescu, FinancialDiagnosis, Vol.2, Economic Publishing House, Bucharest, page
49
Table no.2
Formulasforcalculationof financial indicatorsandstock

Indicators
The formula Explanations

1. Economic profitability -
ROA ROA=

Asset

profitNet.
100 Asset =

2

..
1 NN

assetTotalassetTotal 


CalculatingROAis taken total
averageassetsto improvethe impact ofits
dynamic evolutionon the sizeof economic
profitability.

2. financial return -ROE
ROE=

Equity

profitNet.
100

Net profitisa common indicatorto
measurebusiness
performanceandensurescomparability of
information.

3. financial Leverage -LF
LF=

Equity

debtTotal.
100

The sizeof theindicator presents an interest
for the investors

4. Total shareholderreturn-
TSR (Total Shareholder

Return)
TSR=

1.Pr

PrPr
1






Nshare

shareshare

ice

iceice
NN

100

TSRdepends on thechange inthe stockof the
action;reflectsthe company's value. It isused
after1995, whenindicatorsareusefulfor
measuring thefuturevaluebenefitsof the
investors.Theformulafor calculating theTSR
ididn`t takeinto considerationdividends
received byshareholders, optionsupported
byModiglianiandMiller's theory, according to
which the dividend policyhasnoimpactonthe
stock exchangeor on thecost of capital.On the
other hand, there are few
companiesprovidingdividends to shareholders

5.Capitalizationcoefficient
results -PER (Price

earning ratio)
PER=

shareprofitNet

CourseStock

/.

. PERcan be determined asloas a ratio  between
the market capitalizationandnet result.
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Table no.3
The correlation betweenTSRand the threefinancial indicators:ROA, ROEandLF

Years

Name

2011 2012 Interpretationaccording
toempiricalrulesofColton

Rxy between TSR and
ROA

0.392211 0.179306 Weak correlation

Rxy between TSR and
ROE

-0.08476 0.101553 Weak correlation

Rxy between TSR and LF 0.09429 -0.09788 Weak correlation
Source:author'sown calculations

Table no.4
The correlation betweenPERand the threefinancial indicatorsstudied

Years
Name

2011 2012 Interpretationaccording toempiricalrulesofColton

Rxy between PER  and ROA 0.577612 0.688512 ●Moderateto goodcorrelationin 2011and 2012.
Rxy between PER and ROE -0.07481 0.310604 ● Weak correlation in 2011;

●Moderateto goodcorrelationin 2011and 2012.
Rxy between PER and LF 0.087576 -0.36965 ● Weak correlation in 2011;

●Moderateto goodcorrelationin 2012.
Source:author'sown calculations

Appendix A
Lista societăţilor listate la BVB  care au ca obiect de activitate fabricarea produselor

farmaceutice

Nr.
Crt.

DENUMIREA
FIRMEI

OBIECT DE
ACTIVITATE

Cod Unic de
Inregistrare

(CUI)

ADRESA

1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A.
(BIO)

Fabricarea preparatelor
farmaceutice

341563 Bucuresti, str. LogofatuStautu
nr. 99,
sector 3,cod 031212

2 ANTIBIOTICE SA Fabricarea produselor
farmaceutice

1973096 Ia;i, str.Valea Lupului nr.1

3 S.C. ZENTIVA S.A.
(SCD)

Fabricarea preparatelor
farmaceuticE

336206 Bd. Theodor Pallady 50,
Bucuresti

Appendix B
Determinarea corelației dintre TSR și cei trei indicatori financiari(LF, ROA, ROE)

Nr.
Crt

DENUMIREA FIRMEI TSR LF



x


y ix


x iy


y

Exercițiul financiar 2011
1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) 0 0.003 -20.72 0.74 20.72 -0.737
2 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA

(ATB) -37.1 0.52 -20.72 0.74 -16.38 -0.22
3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) -11.3 0.26 -20.72 0.74 9.42 -0.48

Exercițiul financiar 2012
1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) -5.9 0.0001 13.386 5.665 -19.286 -5.6649
2 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA

(ATB) -3.49 1.42 13.386 5.665 -16.876 -4.245
3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) -12.63 0.12 13.386 5.665 -26.016 -5.545

DENUMIREA FIRMEI TSR ROA


x


y ix


x iy


y
Exercițiul financiar 2011

1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) 0 0.08 -20.72 - 20.72 0.101
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0.021

2
S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA
(ATB) -37.1 0.05 -20.72

-
0.021 -16.38 0.071

3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) -11.3 0.09 -20.72
-

0.021 9.42 0.111
Exercițiul financiar 2012

1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) -5.9 0.11 13.386 0.003 -19.286 0.107
2 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA (ATB) -3.49 0.06 13.386 0.003 -16.876 0.057
3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) -12.63 0.1 13.386 0.003 -26.016 0.097

DENUMIREA FIRMEI TSR ROE



x


y ix


x iy


y
Exercițiul financiar 2011

1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) 0 0.09 -20.72 0.032 20.72 0.058
2 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA

(ATB) -37.1 0.07 -20.72 0.032 -16.38 0.038
3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) -11.3 0.11 -20.72 0.032 9.42 0.078

Exercițiul financiar 2012

1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) -5.9 0.13 13.386
-

0.759 -19.286 0.889

2
S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA
(ATB) -3.49 0.09 13.386

-
0.759 -16.876 0.849

3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) -12.63 0.13 13.386
-

0.759 -26.016 0.889

Appendix C
Determinarea corelației dintre PER și cei trei indicatori financiari(LF, ROA, ROE)
Nr.
Crt

DENUMIREA FIRMEI PER LF



x


y ix


x iy


y

Exercițiul financiar 2011
1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) 1.22 0.003 1.128 0.74 0.092 -0.737
2 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA (ATB) 3.38 0.52 1.128 0.74 2.252 -0.22
3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) 6.28 0.26 1.128 0.74 5.152 -0.48

Exercițiul financiar 2012
1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) 9.05 0.0001 1.1512 5.67 7.8988 -5.6699
2 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA (ATB) 2.44 1.42 1.1512 5.67 1.2888 -4.25
3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) 5.78 0.12 1.1512 5.67 4.6288 -5.55

DENUMIREA FIRMEI PER ROA



x


y ix


x iy


y
Exercițiul financiar 2011

1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) 1.22 0.08 1.128 -0.021 0.092 0.101
2 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA (ATB) 3.38 0.05 1.128 -0.021 2.252 0.071
3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) 6.28 0.09 1.128 -0.021 5.152 0.111

Exercițiul financiar 2012
1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) 9.05 0.11 1.1512 0.0035 7.8988 0.1065
2 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA (ATB) 2.44 0.06 1.1512 0.0035 1.2888 0.0565
3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) 5.78 0.1 1.1512 0.0035 4.6288 0.0965

DENUMIREA FIRMEI PER ROE



x


y ix


x iy


y
Exercițiul financiar 2011

1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) 1.22 0.09 1.128 0.032 0.092 0.058
3 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA (ATB) 3.38 0.07 1.128 0.032 2.252 0.038

S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) 6.28 0.11 1.128 0.032 5.152 0.078
Exercițiul financiar 2012

1 S.C. BIOFARM S.A. (BIO) 9.05 0.13 1.1512 0.759 7.8988 -0.629
2 S.C. ANIBIOTICE SA (ATB) 2.44 0.09 1.1512 0.759 1.2888 -0.669
3 S.C. ZENTIVA SA (SCD) 5.78 0.13 1.1512 0.759 4.6288 -0.629
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